You and I
Steve and Annie Sidley (The Sidleys)

Verse:
Don't answer put down your telephone
Come closer 'cause we're all alone
This moment is all we have today
Stop holding onto yesterday
Chorus
Tonight we will rock until the morning light
We won't stop until we do it right
'Cause tonight it's only you and I
Verse
Stop talking there's nothing left to say
You know words can fool you anyway
When you're standing this close
We all get swept away
In a moment you're gone but we are here today
Chorus
Tonight we will rock until the morning light
We won't stop until we do it right
'Cause tonight it's only you and I

The Love You Make
Verse 1:
I’m down 2 bottles of cabernet but fortunately for me
I’ve got one more to take its place
And all remains of blood and veins that used to be my heart
Verse 2:
The sea turns all the shells to glass they tell me it all will pass
But what in the hell to do they all know about a flame
that burns the same long after we’re apart
Chorus:
The Love that you make is half of what you’d take
All the tears I gave are twice as much for you

Verse 3:
You crawl back for a little more darkening up my door
Hoping the hour is not too late
I see your pain through frozen rain and pray that I don’t forget
Chorus:
The Love that you make is half of what you’d take
All the tears I gave are twice as much for you
If This Is Goodbye
Don't want to fight
So I played it nice
gave it a try
But couldn't abide
There's no advice
When things aren't right
Nothing to do
But leave it behind
If this is goodbye
Why don't we make it?
There was a time when I was high I tried hard to fake it
If this is a sign
Why don't we take it?
A visible line, inside, tonight, did I?
Always something wrong
Broken and tired
Red orange sky
I follow the signs
That glow in the night
bright yellow lines
Quickly go by
Blurry red eyes
But I see the light
If this is goodbye
Why don't we make it?
There was a time when I was high I tried hard to fake it
If this is a sign
Why don't we take it?

A visible line, inside, tonight, did I?
Always something wrong
Demons shown
I face my own
My sword is drawn
Must soldier on
Terrified
Cause stakes are high
With mended wings
I take my flight
back home

Perfect Kiss
The sunlight awoke
out of a dusty cloud
I slowly debated
Should I just leave this one horse town
A wiser one
Would have left long ago
When I wasn't jaded
And there was so much to know
Then you appeared
Falling out of nowhere
Were you waiting
For the smoke to clear?
You played a part
In all of this
You came with your
Emerald eyes &
Perfect kiss
Nothing compared to this
The stars had aligned into bitter glow
And then faded into this picture show
Nickels and dimes
into an empty hole
and I was thinking nobody else would know

There's no tickets left there no one else
I don't see much point in waiting
For another show
I played my cards
I can't resist
Your famous opening line
A pathetic miss
Nothing compared to this
Angeline
Angeline, ever since the cloudy skies have gone
Mystery, tell me why I let it rain this long?
There you go spinning like a paper top I never want to make it stop although it scares me
Angeline, why do all the right mistakes sound wrong?
Tenderly, I do my best to put them in this song
Once again, chaos follows order
When they catch me at the border
I will sing so loudly
You were wrong, I was right to tell you
Just how far it's gone
There's nothing left to sell you
All those fears are gone
Crazy is a state of mind
Angeline, you have always been there from the start
Carefully, nature tried to keep us both apart
I was strong 'til weakness overcame me but nobody else would blame me if they saw you
singing
You were wrong, I was right to tell you
Just how far it's gone
There's nothing left to sell you
All those fears are gone
Crazy is a state of mind
I've been out of my head
I've been out of my mind, yeah
But the first place you look
Is the last thing you find, yeah

You were wrong, I was right to tell you
Just how far it's gone
There's nothing left to sell you
All those fears are gone
Crazy is a state of mind
I was wrong, you were right to tell me but the time was wrong
and no one else can help me
All these tears are gone
Crazy is a state of mind
This Is Home
Breath out breath in
The room starts to spin as you overflow
Day out Day in
You feel it beginning to look like home
Chorus:
Caught up in the laughter and and lines
I just need to know what’s mine
This is home
Fade out fade in
The camera descends as the scene unfolds
Take out take in
The warmth of a friend as she holds you close
Chorus:
Caught up in the laughter and and lines
I just need to know what’s mine
This is home
Signs
Standing in the sand you are swept away
Floating out to sea in the swirling gray (You) twist and turn, water churning everywhere
But you are still unaware
The raft of life has been sent from on the shore
Tell me what you're waiting for
Chorus:
Gold falls from the sky

You open your umbrella
As you keep walking by
Wise men wonder why
They try to point out the signs
(But) you keep on walking by
(The) sun would come - at least on any other day
(You) close your eyes, stay inside and pray for rain
How'd you get so afraid of everything (That) nothing good's worth mentioning
You slip into a tunnel made of yesterday
Where your fear 's the only train
Break Me Down
No, you'll never break me down (oh)
And you'll never take a part of me (oh)
It won't be long and soon you will be gone (oh)
Hidden behind closed doors
What in the hell do you take me for?
I don't know
Why I fall
No sense at all
Chorus:
No, you'll never break me down (oh)
And you'll never take a part of me (oh)
It won't be long and soon you will be gone (oh)
Pulled me in every time
One step ahead of the finish line
Heart of stone
You belong
To no one
Blood runs through my veins
'Til none of it remains
You won't take the best of me
Nothing left to say
I've said it anyway
Chorus

Birds, Already Flown
I can't hand it over yet cause the cracks are mending
So take care of those regrets if they catch you while you sleep
I would careful the company that you keep
It’s pulling you backwards
Take it easy on my heart cause my heart is breaking
And be careful you step cause there are broken pieces there
I wouldn’t want to catch you unaware
No not this time
And somewhere from above
There's whispered words of love so gently
I can't hand it over yet cause the cracks are mending
So take care of those regrets if they catch you while you sleep
I would careful the company that you keep
It’s pulling you backwards
And somewhere from above
There's whispered words of love so gently
Oh records on replay the tune so familiar
All the words you have to say are birds already flown
I never said you could come back here
So take care
Happy Hour
Switch blade, well dry turned a blind eye
No crossing the dividing line
Please don’t try me read this story
New cover but the same inside
A single lie turned into two
The tale was spun became the truth
You can’t untie a knot so tight no matter how you try
Look down you’ll see million stories
Bedtime no rest for me

Fishnets deep ends someone’s best friend
Wagon’s gone off around the bend
A single lie turned into two
The tale was spun became the truth
You can’t untie a knot so tight no matter how you try
How little did I really know
Slip of the tongue and off you go
Sweet and sour this happy hour is over now
Oh, Ah
A single lie turned into two
The tale was spun became the truth
You can’t untie a knot so tight no matter how you try
How little did I really know
Slip of the tongue and off you go
Sweet and sour this happy hour is over now

